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I am a process artist based in the city of 
Johannesburg. I have engaged with an experimental 
process either through printmaking, photographs 
and/or mixed media, and currently creating 
sculptural works using cardboard and wool. 

Previous to my sculptural works, I focused on textile 
on paper using the mediums thread, wool and hand 
written text. I use these mediums as a reactionary 
measure and a form of meditation, to understand 
my mental health and the process of managing 
anxieties and/or finding ways to mentally stay 
present, and to find joy in the simple things. 

My chosen mediums have the qualities of strength 
and fragility. The pandemic has forced us to see 
ourselves as such; having a strong desire to survive 
and see the pandemic pass, yet learning how fragile 
our bodies and our concept of time is. 

Duduzile (DuduBloom) More (b.1990) is a visual 
artist based in Johannesburg. In 2018 she 
graduated from Artist Proof Studio as a Printmaker 
and completed her 4th year in Professional Practice 
in 2019. She has participated in various art 
residencies and competitions and her work has 
shown at various group exhibitions and art fairs 
including the FNB Joburg Art Fair. 

In 2018 she was selected as one of two APS women 
artists to do an art residency in Italy through the 
Artist Proof Studio and the Italian Embassy. She is 
the winner of the 2019 Cassirer Welz Award, a 10 
week residency hosted by The Bag Factory Artist 
Studios and Strauss & Co. The body of work created 
during the residency culminated in a solo exhibition 
during the month of February, 2020. 

Represented by Berman Contemporary, DuduBloom
exhibited new works in a solo booth during the 
London edition of the 1-54 Contemporary African 
Art Fair in October, 2020. 

Instagram: @dudubloom

Artsy: DuduBloom More 
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ARTIST STATEMENT AND BIOGRAPHY

https://instagram.com/dudubloom?utm_medium=copy_link
https://www.artsy.net/artist/dudubloom-more


ARTIST RESUME 

Solo Exhibitions
Delicate / Tendency / Response, Kalashnikov Gallery, winner of the Cassirer Welz Award, Johannesburg 

Group Exhibitions 
2021 SUN IN YOUR EYES, Berman Contemporary, curated by Els van Mourik, Johannesburg 
2021 Cassirer Welz Award: 10 Year Retrospective Exhibition, curated by Gcotyelwa Mashiqa, Johannesburg 
2021 Paper Adventures, Berman Contemporary, curated by Els van Mourik, Johannesburg 
2020    ANNUAL SUMMER SHOW, Berman Contemporary, curated by Els van Mourik, Johannesburg 
2020                 Labyrinthine, Berman Contemporary, curated by Els van Mourik, Johannesburg
2019                 Breaking Down Walls Exhibition, Association of Arts Pretoria, Pretoria
2019                 Colour Palette, Trent Gallery Johannesburg
2019 RMB Talent Unlocked Exhibition, RMB Turbine Art Fair, Johannesburg
2019                 #ARTladies, Berman Contemporary, curated by Els van Mourik, Johannesburg
2019                 On Main Road, Constitution Hill Women’s Jail, Cyril Ramaphosa Foundation 15th Anniversary            

exhibition, Johannesburg
2018                 Sister Sister Exhibition, National Arts Festival Fringe, Grahamstown
2018 Numbers Exhibition, Hazard Gallery, Johannesburg
2018 Edition Variable (E/V), Artist Proof Studio, Johannesburg

Art Fairs 
2021  1:54 Contemporary African Art Fair London, Berman Contemporary, London 
2020                 1:54 Contemporary African Art Fair London, Berman Contemporary, London 
2020                 Turbine Art Fair, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg 
2019 Latitudes Art Fair, Artist Proof Studio, Johannesburg
2019                 Turbine Art Fair, RMB Talent Unlocked programme, curator Fulufelo Mobadi, Johannesburg
2019                 FNB Art Joburg, Johannesburg Art Gallery, Johannesburg
2018 RMB Turbine Art Fair, Straus & Co. and Artist Proof Studio (Irma Stern) collaboration, Johannesburg
2018                FNB Johannesburg Art Fair, Cartier and Artist Proof Studio competition/collaboration, Johannesburg

Publications 
2021 We are proud to share a project many months in the making, Podcast, Leopard Vouage, May 2021
2020 1-54 Webinar | Artists to Watch: Anya Paintsil, DuduBloom More, November 2020
2020 Ten artists to look out for at 1:54 Contemporary African Art Fair 2020, London, ARTAFRICA, October 2020 
2020 A Guide To 1-54 Contemporary African Art Fair’s 2020, Something Curated, October 2020 
2020 African Connections: Artists to Watch at 1-54 and Frieze Masters, OCULA, October 2021
2020 New vanguard of artists steaming ahead at RMB Turbine Art FairEdward Tsumele, 

City Life Arts, August 2020
2020 A reflection : Dudu More blooms bearing enormous talent by Palesa Motsumi, ARTSKOP, July 2020
2020 Young artists blooming during Lockdown by Neo Maditla, arts24, May 2020 
2020               Contemporary &, DuduBloom More, Delicate/ Tendency/ Response, February 2020
2020                 ARTAFRICA, DuduBloom More, Delicate/ Tendency / Response, February 2020
2020           SABC Digital News, DuduBloom More, February 2020
2019 Cyril Ramaphosa Foundation presents a Public Art Exhibition, Newzroom Afrika. November 2019

Awards
2019                 Winner of the Cassirer Welz Award, 2019 
2018                #ArtMyJozi JDA & BRT/Rea Vaya Art Competition finalist (bus station design)
2018                 Cartier and Artist Proof Studio competition winner
2017                Cartier/Artist Proof Studio Competition: Top 5 finalist
2017                Selected for commission between Rand Merchant Bank and Artist Proof Studio
2017                 Thami Mnyele Fine Arts Awards competition: Top 15 finalist
2016                 Thami Mnyele Fine Art Awards competition: Top 100 finalist
2016 Council Chambers Totem Competition winner

Residencies
2019 Selected for the RMB Talent Unlocked Programme (a six-month intensive workshop program focusing 

on process and conceptual focusing on process and conceptual development with professional 
practice training)

2019   1 of 2 women selected for Co-Create Residency (1-month collaborative residency hosted by
The Project Space)   

Collections
2020  ARAK Collection 

Education 
2018 Artist Proof Studio – Certificate in Printmaking 
2008 High School: Sandown High School

*DETAILED ARTIST RESUME AVAILABLE ON REQUEST 
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https://podcasts.google.com/feed/aHR0cHM6Ly9mZWVkcy5idXp6c3Byb3V0LmNvbS8xNzUyMTQ4LnJzcw/episode/QnV6enNwcm91dC04NDQ4OTIx?sa=X&ved=0CAUQkfYCahcKEwjgtbeE77LxAhUAAAAAHQAAAAAQAQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tqWTwTnYTnk
https://artafricamagazine.org/154-art-fair-london-opens-to-the-public-on-friday-8th-october/
https://somethingcurated.com/2020/09/25/a-guide-to-1-54-contemporary-african-art-fairs-2020-edition/
https://ocula.com/magazine/insights/artists-highlights-154-frieze-masters/
https://citylifearts.co.za/new-vanguard-of-artists-steaming-ahead-at-rmb-turbine-art-fair/
https://citylifearts.co.za/new-vanguard-of-artists-steaming-ahead-at-rmb-turbine-art-fair/
https://www.artskop.com/artmedia/en/dudu-more-dudubloom/
https://www.news24.com/arts/culture/young-artists-blooming-during-lockdown-20200513
https://contemporaryand.com/exhibition/dudubloom-more-delicate-tendency-response/
https://artafricamagazine.org/delicate-tendency-response/
https://youtu.be/xg7Ng0kyoLk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uRQlQyZsUkY&t=4s


Rising I, 2021

Handmade disks with found cardboard 
and acrylic wool on canvas 

61 x 61cm

Framed size 64.5 x 64.5 x 10.5cm 

Framed with an Ash wrap around frame and encased in a 
Perspex box. 

A MOMENT AT A TIME | 2021

Throughout my work, I am always drawn to colour and the theory of it, and use it as a focal point. I see colour as 
a way to evoke a mood. For each sculpture, I intend to use the qualities of the colour/s to build human like 
characters. The shape of a circle is one that feels either like a beginning or an end. 

Making one large object from joint smaller objects, reminds me of experiences, influences, situations and 
people/communities that makes one whole. The sculpture might seem bulky, but it is also sensitive and 
lightweight. The method of creation is repetitive and methodical, and I find it calming. It is also a sensory 
experience working with the materials. As I use found cardboard as the inner, and synthetic wool as the outer, the 
process is auditory and tactile. 

The characters that will present themselves from these sculptures will help me to unravel myself further; looking 
outwards to see inwards. In other words, I will use colour to project onto the sculpture what I actually feel.

Rising II, 2021

Handmade disks with found cardboard 
and acrylic wool on canvas 

61 x 61cm

Framed size 64.5 x 64.5 x 10.5cm 

Framed with an Ash wrap around frame and encased 

in a Perspex box. 
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Pink Overload, 2021

Handmade disks with found cardboard and acrylic wool on canvas 

111.5 x 74.5cm

Framed size 115.5 x 78.5 x 10.5cm

Framed with an Ash wrap around frame and encased in a Perspex box. 
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All Day II, 2020

Hand Sewn Wool on Paper 
50 x 35cm

Framed size 67 x 53 x 5cm

Framed with AR (Anti-Reflective) Glass in a Blac 
Aluminum Frame

ZAR 42,166.65

GBP 2,000.00

BERMAN
CONTEMPORARY | 

DUDUBLOOM MORE | 1-
54 CONTEMPORARY
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Glory Glory, 2021

Handmade disks with found cardboard and acrylic wool on canvas 

54 x 20cm 

Framed size 74 x 36.5 x 10.5cm 

Framed with an Ash wrap around frame and encased in a Perspex box. 
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Bubbling Under I, 2021

Handmade disks with found cardboard 
and acrylic wool on canvas 

24 x 20cm 

Framed size 35.5 x 35.5 x 10.5cm 

Framed with an Ash wrap around frame and encased in a 
Perspex box. 
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Bubbling Under II, 2021

Handmade disks with found cardboard 
and acrylic wool on canvas 

13 x 18cm 

Framed size 35.5 x 35.5 x 10.5cm 

Framed with an Ash wrap around frame and encased in a 
Perspex box. 



I DON’T KNOW WHAT TO SAY | 2021

Towards the end of the December holidays of 2020, my mother was infected by the Corona virus. The journey 
towards her recovery was mentally, emotionally, physically and financially taxing. During the period of her illness, 
she would express her ailments. There were many times where I wanted to make her feel better or less apologetic 
for being sick or less worrisome of the future or to take the excess pain away, but I’d never know what to say for 
all of that to happen. 

This series of work started as a way to process the effects and affects that the virus had on me, my mother and 
my family. My initial use of lines was quite erratic as I felt I could not manage my feelings. The varied thickness 
between the thread and wool expresses the varied intensity and changes of my emotions during the time. The use 
of black describes the depressive period. Also using wool and thread, I referenced how text is written in books and 
articles to represent the words I could not find, but I also see the placement/positioning of the lines as pillars; 
representing my family, how we were there for one another, and how we stand grateful and stronger now that she 
made a full recovery.

I don’t know what to say VII, 2021

Hand-sewn Wool on Paper

25 x 25cm 

Framed size: 36 x 36 x 5cm 

Framed with AR (Anti-Reflective) Glass in a Black Aluminum Frame 
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INSTALLATION PHOTOGRAPH | PAPER ADVENTURES | DUDUBLOOM MORE | 2021 
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I don’t know what to say I, 2021

Hand-sewn Wool on Paper

25 x 25cm 

Framed size: 36 x 36 x 5cm 

Framed with AR (Anti-Reflective) Glass 

in a Black Aluminum Frame 

I don’t know what to say V, 2021

Hand-sewn Wool on Paper

25 x 25cm 

Framed size: 36 x 36 x 5cm 

Framed with AR (Anti-Reflective) Glass 

in a Black Aluminum Frame 
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I don’t know what to say III, 2021

Hand-sewn Wool on Paper

25 x 25cm 

Framed size: 36 x 36 x 5cm 

Framed with AR (Anti-Reflective) Glass in a Black Aluminum Frame 
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LOST BUT FOUND | 2020

This body of work was a reaction to the pandemic. In the beginning I felt hopeless. The uncertainty of the future 
was overwhelming. The restrictions were unsettling. Knowing that there will be a period of mass death was 
depressing. I had to make a mental decision to not sink into all the fear and confusion in the best way I knew 
how; creating with the purpose of staying present. Through this ongoing process, and in the body of work, there 
are moments that are difficult, but soft too. It reflects the constraint and what we now know as movement. Where 
there is the masculine, there is the feminine. There is both fear of what might come next but hope to see it 
through. Where there is anger for those who don't respect my existence there is love for those who do. There is 
the past, present and future.

Mind Over Matter III, 2020 

Hand Sewn Thread on Paper

50 x 70cm

Framed size 68 x 88 x 5cm

Framed with AR (Anti-Reflective) Glass in a Black Aluminum Frame 
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INSTALLATION PHOTOGRAPH | 1-54 CONTEMPORARY AFRICAN ART FAIR – LONDON | DUDUBLOOM MORE | 2020 
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Aligning Unsettled Calm I, 2020 

Hand sewn cotton thread on paper

55 x 55cm

Framed size 83 x 73 x 5cm 

Framed with AR (Anti-Reflective) Glass in a Black Aluminum Frame 
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All Day II, 2020 

Hand Sewn Wool on Paper

50 x 35cm

Framed size 67 x 53 x 5cm 

Framed with AR (Anti-Reflective) Glass in a Black 

Aluminum Frame 

All Day I, 2020 

Hand Sewn Wool on Paper

50 x 35cm

Framed size 67 x 53 x 5cm 

Framed with AR (Anti-Reflective) Glass in a Black 

Aluminum Frame 
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Speak From A Place of… (I), 2020

Handwritten Text on Paper

50 x 35cm

Framed size 68 x 68 x 5cm 

Framed with AR (Anti-Reflective) Glass in a Black Aluminum Frame 
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DELICATE/ TENDENCY/ RESPONSE | 2020

In this body of work, Bloom uses mixed materials of thread, paper, wool, perspex, inks and more, to explore the 
delicacy of trauma and the tendencies of personal traumatic memories. The colours blue and orange are used as a 
lethargic response to these memories and traumas. “Whether you have or have not healed from them or received 
help for them, traumas need to be delicately handled”, says the artist. “Through a word, action, smell, taste, touch 
and/or sight, a memory can be reignited and bring back a traumatic experience”.

For Dudubloom trauma comes with tendencies. “The tendency of how it [trauma] is triggered may change but usually 
stays the same. In addition, the factors ‘What, Why, Where, When and Who’ may act as catalysts that remind one of the 
lived experience of the event. The environment you’re placed in, the time frame, your mental state and those who 
surround you may activate a traumatic memory”, she says. 

From trauma, also comes response or how people deal with and work through their trauma. In an exploration of human 
response to trauma, Bloom poses questions such as whether people are aware of their traumas or not, if people heal 
from trauma, possible ways of healing, and ways to manage.
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DETAIL PHOTOGRAPH | LABYRINTHINE | DUDUBLOOM MORE | 2020



INSTALLATION PHOTOGRAPH | LABYRINTHINE | DUDUBLOOM MORE | 2020
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Interior scenes, 2019
Mixed media on paper
81 x 61.5cm
Framed size 61 x 80 x 5cm 
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Untitled, 2019
Acrylic ink, fabric and paper on Perspex
29,8 x 42cm
Framed size 65 x 77 x 5cm 

“Through a word, action, smell, taste, touch and/or sight, a memory can be reignited 
and bring back a traumatic experience” – DuduBloom More
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Untitled, 2019

Acrylic ink, fabric and paper on Perspex

29.8 x 42cm 

Framed size 90 x 64 x 3.5cm
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Untitled, 2019

Acrylic ink, fabric and paper on Perspex

29,8 x 42cm 

Framed size 84 x 64 x 5cm 
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You're not allowed to, 2019
Mixed Media – cloth on Perspex mounted on text
104.2 x 65cm
Framed size 115 x 75 x 5cm 

CLOTH SERIES | 2019 - 2020

I produce works that are directed by my anxious nature and I explore my identity as a young African woman. I 
have engaged with an experimental process either through printmaking, photographs and/or mixed media, 
developing marks that reflect my anxiety and angst. The shapes in my work contain abstracted marks and are 
contrasted by the quiet areas of the substrate and sometimes the rigid figure. The process of putting the small 
abstract shapes and objects together helps me to gather my layered, anxious thoughts.
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INSTALLATION PHOTOGRAPH | #ARTLADIES | DUDUBLOOM MORE | 2019
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Finding Something VII, 2020
Watercolour, fabric and thread on paper
28 x 21cm
Framed size 50 x 43 x 3.5cm
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When I am in between cycles or periods of quietness in my life, that is reflected in the work that I (try to) make. I 

feel an urge to  pick and prod to find inspiration, find that one thing, find something. Whenever I feel a sense of 

not being in control of what comes next but hopeful for personal growth, I gravitate towards using watercolour
paint. It’s liquidity can never be controlled and the outcome is hardly what I imagined, but I layer the watercolour

with thread and fabric to represent what I can. ‘Finding Something’ is for those periods of taking each day as it 

comes, wanting to fill it with colour, texture, creation and play.



You're not allowed to, 2019

Mixed Media – cloth on Perspex mounted on text

104.2 x 65cm
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The Covid-19 global pandemic affects all artists in South Africa.

In 2020 Candice Berman formed the novel relief programme Artists Solidarity Assistance Project 2020 
dedicated to South African visual artists. Just over a year later, the initiative is still thriving and the proceeds 
from the edition sales have greatly assisted these artists with financial relief allowing them to pay studio and 
other living expenses. Owing to the success of this initiative Candice has extended the project to the ASAP 
2021 with a New Collection of images. We have collaborated with 30 visual fine artists and have put together a 
new selection of 30 images. The art proceeds will be split equally between 30 artists and are paid out monthly. 
These are limited edition prints which commemorate the ongoing impact of Covid-19. It is a positive 
contribution to supporting and standing together with our artists during this time. Each archival inkjet image is 
an edition of 50, printed onto Felix Schoeller True Fibre paper

A Candice Berman Initiative

Support this initiative! 

ASAP | Artists Solidarity Assistance Project

Finding Something VII, 2020
Archival inkjet image on Felix Schoeller True Fibre
29.7 x 42cm

https://candicebermangallery.co.za/asap-2021/


Berman Contemporary is rooted in the growing understanding of the  

cultural richness and diversity of South African contemporary art.

The gallery’s collection centres on a vibrant group of artists living  

and working in South Africa.

Through studio visits, the gallery establishes connections to artists  

from all walks of life whose unique artistic processes celebrate their  

historical and cultural heritage and give voice to their complex  

societal realities, evoking an active and interpretative experience for  

the viewer.

Berman Contemporary was established to promote the work created  

by these local artists. The gallery further aims to establish a  

synergistic network between South African artists and their global  

contemporaries, many of whom evidently want to engage with the  

current South African art scene – not only as observers, but as  

active analysts, experimenters and contributors within this context  

and with this specific audience in mind.
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https://www.facebook.com/BermanContemporary
https://www.instagram.com/bermancontemporary/
https://www.artsy.net/berman-contemporary
https://www.facebook.com/BermanContemporary
https://www.instagram.com/bermancontemporary/
https://www.artsy.net/berman-contemporary
https://bermancontemporary.com/
mailto:gallery@bermancontemporary.co.za?subject=Natalie%20Field%20Artist%20Portfolio%20

